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the ablest. A patriotic brigand leading brigands pure
and simple, he and Girku were to keep the Adowa Army
Corps in play until February and stave off for many months
the threatened invasion from Orn Ager across the sullen
muddy river. His work was lightened in the cover which
the thick bush and woodland of his mountain provided,
fingering out into the long dry grass and fever of the Takkaze
valley.
The Ras Kassa, once the greatest horseman in Ethiopia,
who bred racers on the mountain plains which he owned
above Addis, drummed in throughout the provinces of
Amhara and Beguemder, from the wooded sides of Lake
Tana and the shelving uplands of Debra Tabor, a huge host.
One hundred and sixty thousand men, women and children
servitors are said to have assembled at Gondar for the war.
With his two sons, the great Ras, once a claimant to the
throne which Tafari occupied, but the loser because a simpler
personality, rode away from the shadows of the ruined
Portuguese castle and the overgrown stony alleys of Gondar
upon thoroughbred ponies.    Part, the smaller part, of his
armies made straight for the Takkaze by Dabat and Davark
(where outposts had been stationed since July).   Kassa led
the rest slowly and quietly, unseen by enemy planes, in
scattered  parties  to   Lalibela,   where   eleven  monolithic
churches in the valley opening out into the Galla border-
lands are all that are left of the splendid religion which
decorated Ethiopia in the thirteenth century after Christ.
The old theologian loosened his big toes in their narrow
iron stirrups and stooped lightly from the cantle to kiss the
single carved stones.   At each of the eleven, beautiful and
simple as a graven diamond, weathered little by rain or time,
the priests of Kassa's army blessed the Gondaris who were to
fight  in  barren  Tigre.    Leaning   on   the   silver-topped
branches of their praying sticks at the dim rock entrances
cleft out of the mountain side, they intoned the  victory
which jealous Europe was not to concede,to Ethiopian
arms.
It was near the middle of October when Kassa's vanguard
left his province of Lasta ; the tracks had hardened, the
mules had no longer to pick their way delicately through
the liquid mud. They moved up the alignment of the

